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Greetings Tar Heel Gem and Mineral Club Members,
I am writing this to inform all Tar Heel Gem and Mineral Club members that due to concerns of the coronavirus, this years gem show has
been cancelled. The board has been working diligently to reach a decision that would ensure the safety of our members, vendors and the
public. And after we had reached a decision we were notified by the
fairgrounds that our show was cancelled, based on restrictions put in
place by the state.
I want you to know how much I appreciate all the work you all put in
to prepare for the show. We really came together as a club and exceeded goals we set in preparation for this event.
I hope everyone received the email about our March 17 meeting being cancelled. The craft center at NC State is closed for an extension of their spring break, due to the coronavirus. We are looking
at future events we have planned and will keep you informed as to
their status, via email, facebook, and the THGMC website as soon as
decisions are made-field trips, meetings, etc.
Anthony Andreoli, President
Tar Heel Gem and Mineral Club, Inc.

What To Do With All This Rough: Round and Oval Cuts
Round and oval cuts are some of the most
popular and classic shapes for stones. This
month, we highlight the round variations—
the Old European cut, Transitional cut,
Portuguese, round brilliant, and oval brilliant.
Due to the fact that a round cut often requires cutting away more material than
other cuts, it is rare to find it among the
most famous large stones. There are, how-

Continued on page 5

A round Portuguese cut ametrine
Image: https://www.gemdat.org/
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Tar Heel Gem & Mineral Club, Inc.
PO Box 33783,
Raleigh, NC 27636-3783

Refreshments:
March: Beverly
Beverages: Beverly
Remember, the club will reimburse you for up to $85
(bring your receipts to the treasurer)

Anthony Andreoli– President

fossilguy9494@yahoo.com
(919) 803-4899

George Harris – Vice-President
GeorgeFHarris@yahoo.com
(919) 674-0243

ljs0928@gmail.com
(919) 909-0750

Program Schedule:
January: Tom Todaro’s Safety Presentation
February: Grab Bags

April: TBA
May: TBA

Beverly House – Secretary

June: TBA

Field-Trip Coord.

July: TBA

beverlylhouse@yahoo.com
919-389-1821

Allan Clark
Matthew Craythorn
Wesley Jacocks
Robert Larkin
Jill Mitchell

March: Show Planning and grab bags
Linda Searcy – Treasurer

March Birthdays

DeAhn Baucom
Mary Katherine
Benson
Jemma DeFilipp
Kelly Burke
John Gaul
Shelly Cooper
Bruce Norcross
Linda McCall
Amanda Lambert

August: TBA
September: TBA

Lindsey Bradsher – Newsletter Editor
and Committee Member
littlebluellama@gmail.com

October: TBA
November: TBA

(919) 451-9158
Cyndy Hummel-Show Chairperson
and Committee Member

mchummel@mindspring.com
919-779-6220

We’re on the Web!
See us at:
www.tarheelclub.org

February Treasurer Report will appear in April issue.
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Tar Heel Gem & Mineral Club, Inc.—February Meeting Minutes
NCSU Craft Center, Thompson Hall 210 Jensen Dr, Raleigh, NC 27606
7:00 pm
Like us on Facebook at: Tar Heel Gem & Mineral Club, Inc.
Minutes 02/18/2020
Attendees (Members): 44
Visitors: 6
New Members: 5
TOTAL Attending: 55
Birthdays:
Food: Pizza- Beverly House Drinks- Beverly House
Meeting called to order at 7:00 pm by Beverly House, Secretary
Welcome- Anthony Andreoli
Recognition of Birthdays, Guests and New Members
Important Business
Spring 2020 Gem and Mineral Show:
•THGMC Show 2020-April 3-5, 2020. Mark your calendars. Volunteers (LOTS of
THEM) will be needed – Google Doc has a flaw and we are working on new
online method for sign up.
•Opening Day of show- New Time: The first day of the show, the time is 3:00
pm-7:00 pm
•$3.00 admission fee
•Free admission to: Veterans, First Responders, Teachers and Members- who
show ID at the door
•$1.00 off admission if you bring coupon (that will be on the postcards sent out)
•Grab bags- Grab bags- we exceeded our goal for grab bags for the show!

•Goal was 1000
•Grab bag price- $1.00
•Will explore Premium grab bags at future meeting
•Volunteers- will begin sign up process earlier than last year- paper copies will
be available at next meeting.
•Flyer- black and white- Greg needs to send PDF to Lindsey
•Memberships: we will have two tablets at the Hospitality Table for signing up
new members and renewing existing members.

Greg arranged for some colorful
crushed stones for our grab bags
from Tucson.
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Other Reminders:
1). UV Flashlights- Greg asked members if they are interested in UV flashlights- we are in process of ordering
them to sell again at the April show and he needs headcount of members interested in purchasing them
2). Field Trips: Please continue to collect rocks and minerals during filed trips for the 2020 THGMC show- one
gallon buckets are available at the field trips and members are encouraged to fill them with grab bag material.
3). Jacob and Charles at Mineralogy, located in the Triangle Towne Center, has generously offered all
THGMC members 10% discount on purchases- you
must present your THGMC ID badge in order to take
advance of this offer.
Visit their website at: http://
mineralogync.com/ phone: (919) 637-5489
Next Meeting: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 7:00 pm
Respectfully submitted,
Beverly L. House, secretary THGMC

Continued from page 1
ever, ovals represented in crown jewels
around the world. The Koh-I-Noor Diamond,
featured in Queen Elizabeth’s State Crown, is
a shallow brilliant oval. It was recut from a
larger Mughal-cut stone (a faceted Indian cut
that follows the shape of the rough), being
reduced from 191 carats to 105.6. Another

The Old European cut has a small table and visible culet
Image: 4cs.gia.edu

notable oval cut diamond is the Noor-ul-Ain, a 60
-carat pink specimen. It is mounted in a platinum
tiara as part of the Iranian crown jewels.
Perhaps the most well-known oval cut stone in
modern times is Princess Diana’s (now Kate Middleton’s) 18-carat deep blue sapphire engagement ring.
As we learned in January, the original diamond
cut was the cushion-like Old Mine cut. It was
based on the geometry of a rough diamond,
hand ground. The basic jamb-peg faceting machine allowed for more precise cushion cuts. Another technological advance in 1860 allowed for
a new shape: the girdling machine (also known
as a ‘bruter’ after the diamond-grinding tradesmen) was a lathe-like apparatus that allowed its
operator to grind a symmetrical round girdle into
the edge of a stone. This was the origin of the
“Old European cut.” Ironically, this cut was not
invented in Europe, but in Boston, by Henry
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Morse, whose partner Charles field invented
the girdling machine. Compared to the brilliant
cuts of today, these round stones had high
crowns and small tables, with wide facets on
their pavilions. It also still had a flat culet, like
the old mine cut, but was smaller and less noticeable. The cut became popular in the Netherlands and Belgium, and later became known
in America as the “Old European cut” compared to newer ideal cuts. In 1918, Morse and
Field developed what is now known as the
transitional cut, which lowered the crown, expanded the table, shortened the pavilion, and
further reduced the culet. The cut was used
through the 1920’s, before it was overwhelmed
by modern brilliant cuts. Marcel Tolkowsky pioneered the brilliant cut in 1919, the first to use
mathematical proportions to best exploit the
light dispersing properties of diamonds. The
brilliant cut is the most popular diamond cut
today.
Ovals have long been hand-shaped by diamond cutters, with the first example being Koh
-I-Noor, first mentioned in records in 1304
(though there is some debate on whether this

is truly the same stone that eventually became
part of Britain’s crown jewels). Over time, the
same advancements that were used on round
stones led to the brilliant oval cut (as is seen in
Koh-I-Noor itself when it was recut).
An effect that can be applied to a round or
oval cut is the Portuguese cut. This cut is identified not by the shape, but by the detailed arrangement of facets. It typically features three
rows of rhomboid facets in the crown, and
three rows of triangular facets on the pavilion,
and produces a very sparkly and visually interesting effect.
Which cut is best for your rough? If your rough
has a high refractive index like diamond does,
a brilliant cut will showcase that to best effect.
On the other hand, the “old fashioned” Old European cut has an advantage over many brilliant cuts seen today—it amplifies the fire in a
gem that has dispersion, such as diamond, zircon, sphene and demantoid garnet. This is because it was developed in a time when most
jewelry was worn in the evening and viewed by
relatively dim candle or gas light. In those conditions, fiery rainbows were much more dra-

From left: Koh-I-Noor diamond in Queen Elizabeth’s crown, (image: www.britannica.com), Noor-ul-Ain pink oval diamond in tiara of same name, Iranian crown jewels (image: en.wikipedia.org), Princess Diana’s blue oval sapphire engagement ring (image: www.gemsteady.com)
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rounds and ovals made for stones like quartz, topaz or beryl. If your stone has a light color, the
depth of the Portuguese cut may give the effect
of deepening the color, and add interest with
surface sparkle to a stone like quartz.
Resources:
https://isadoras.com/blog/transitional-cut-diamonds/

The dreaded bowtie!
Image: www.diamonds.pro/education

matic than brilliance. An oval cut may allow
you to gain a larger finished stone from your
rough, if it is oblong, while still using a brilliant cut. Ovals also look larger for their
weight than rounds. One caution about ovals
is that they can show the “bowtie effect” of a
black band in which light is not reflecting
back. It is recommended when selecting a cut
pattern to check online if anyone has tested it
with the material/refractive index you plan to
use, or just look out for it if you are purchasing oval stones. It should be noted that there
are lower-refractive-index versions of brilliant

https://www.worthy.com/blog/knowledge-center/diamonds/oldeuropean-cut-diamonds/
https://4cs.gia.edu/en-us/blog/old-mine-cut-diamond/
https://www.valentinmagro.com/diamonds/diamond-shapes/oval
-diamond/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noor-ul-Ain
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Koh-i-noor
protard.bandcamp.com/
https://www.langantiques.com/university/mughal-cut/
https://www.diamonds.pro/education/oval-cut/
https://www.gemselect.com/english/other-info/brilliance-lusterfire.php
https://www.gemsociety.org/article/table-refractive-index-double
-refraction-gems/

Earth’s Oldest Known Meteorite Impact Structure Identified
By Sci-News Staff
To determine the exact age of Yarrabubba, Dr.
Timmons Erickson of Curtin University and
NASA’s Johnson Space Center and colleagues
analyzed the minerals zircon and monazite that
were ‘shock recrystallized’ by the asteroid strike.
The researchers inferred that the impact may
have occurred into an ice-covered landscape,
vaporized a large volume of ice into the atmosphere, and produced a huge crater in the rocks
beneath.
“The timing raised the possibility that the Earth’s
oldest asteroid impact may have helped lift the
planet out of a deep freeze,” said Curtin Universi-
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ty’s Professor Chris Kirk-land.
“Yarrabubba, which sits between Sandstone and
Meekatharra in central Western Australia, had been
recognized as an impact structure
for many years, but its age wasn’t well determined.”
“Now we know the Yarrabubba crater was made
right at the end of what’s commonly referred to as
the early Snowball Earth — a time when the atmosphere and oceans were evolving and becoming
more oxygenated and when rocks deposited on
many continents recorded glacial conditions.”
The study authors noted the precise coincidence
between the Yarrabubba impact and the disappearance of glacial deposits.

“The age of the Yarrabubba impact matches the
demise of a series of ancient glaciations,” Dr. Erickson said.
“After the impact, glacial deposits are absent in the
rock record for 400 million years.”
“This twist of fate suggests that the large meteorite
impact may have influenced global cli-mate.”
Numerical modeling further supports the connection between the effects of large impacts into ice
and global climate change.
Calculations indicated that an impact into an icecovered continent could have sent half a trillion
tons of water vapor into the atmosphere.
This finding raises the question whether this impact may have tipped the scales enough to end
glacial conditions.
“This study may have potentially significant implications for future impact crater discoveries,” said
Dr. Aaron Cavosie, also from Curtin University.
“Our findings highlight that acquiring precise ag-es
of known craters is important — this one sat in plain
sight for nearly two decades before its significance was realized.”
“Yarrabubba is about half the age of the Earth and
it raises the question of whether all older im-pact
craters have been eroded or if they are still out
there waiting to be discovered.”
The results were published in the journal Nature
Communications.
http://www.sci-news.com/space/yarrabubba-crater08040.html

Image: Erickson et al, doi: 10.1038/s41467-019-13985-7

Park in the Cates Ave. Parking Deck off Jensen Dr. Enter Thompson Building directly across from the parking lot.

Our Next Meeting is
March 17, 2020 @ 7:00PM
Thompson Building /
NCSU Campus.

About our Organization:
The Tar Heel Gem and Mineral Club, Inc. was
formed in 1974 as a nonprofit educational organization for people who enjoy the lapidary arts, earth
sciences, and related subjects. The main objectives
of the club are to investigate, preserve, and share
knowledge of rocks, minerals, and precious stones,
and to promote interest in mineralogy, paleontology, earth sciences, and lapidary techniques, among
club members and among the general public. The
club pursues these goals through publications,
meetings, lectures, field trips, exhibits, demonstrations, and other activities.

TAR HEEL GEM & MINERAL CLUB
PO Box 33783,
Raleigh, NC 27636-3783

Come and be a part of the Fun!

